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$20M
Seven out of ten of in-house lawyers say
their companies have claims worth at least
$20 million for which they could potentially
use legal finance—and 36% have claims
valued at $50 million or more.
Source: 2020 Legal Finance Report
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We’re pleased to share the latest issue of the Burford Quarterly
with you, in which we review some of 2020’s major trends in
commercial disputes and look ahead to what we think will
matter in the year to come.

In 2021 the continuing economic fallout from Covid-19 will inevitably result in an
increase in commercial disputes, and with companies husbanding their capital
for entirely obvious reasons, commercial legal finance will play an even greater
role than it did in the last major downturn. As a partner at a Magic Circle law firm
told researchers in late 2020, “The next three years will be busiest three years in
international dispute resolution history…. Litigation funding will be a massive factor.”
That said, the inexorably increased use of legal finance in the 2021 economy will not
follow the same model as it did in 2008—and that is because of three key differences:

MANAGING LEGAL RISK IN 2021

1. More companies and more non-lawyers know to use “corporate
finance for law”
It’s no longer the case that companies know to use legal finance only because
their outside counsel tell them about it—as in the wake of the 2008 downturn,
when law firms saw outside funding as a way to retain impecunious or
budget-weary clients. A major trend of the last year has been an increase in
corporations—often very large ones—coming directly to Burford. Further, in
addition to heads of litigation and other legal team members clearly motivated
to optimize recoveries, these companies are led by savvy CFOs who recognize
that they have legal assets, and just like they would engage an investment
bank to structure the best deal for the business, Burford’s capital and expertise
can help them optimize legal asset value to improve their finances and to stay
profitable and competitive.
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2. More companies are monetizing their recoveries as well as funding
their legal fees and expenses
		 As a CFO told a researcher in 2019, a major advantage of legal finance is that
“The company… [has] an opportunity to have their working capital now, rather
than waiting until later.” That is an extraordinarily simple but powerful benefit
of legal finance at a time when companies are keen to maximize the efficient
use of cash. Again, as distinct from the last downturn, when companies were
primarily utilizing legal finance to offload the cost and risk of pursuing claims
by funding legal fees and expenses, monetizations are an obvious tool to help
corporations better manage their cash flow and legal risk in the years to come.

3. Burford’s “value add” helps companies to maximize their recovery
efforts and law firms to educate clients
		 Burford has grown considerably in the years since our 2009 founding, and we
are fiercely proud of our recent New York Stock Exchange listing (a dual listing
with our founding London Stock Exchange listing), our $4 billion portfolio
and our industry-leading team of lawyers, bankers and other specialists in
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quantifying legal risk. When we talk to clients about why they choose to work
with us, they almost always cite our scale of capital, our sterling reputation
and—most importantly—our capacity to add value beyond the financing we
provide. As we and our clients navigate what 2021 has in store, we stand ready
to help our clients, and we highlight the following as potentially game-changing
for companies and law firms alike:
•

Legal asset portfolio optimization: We can work with CFOs, heads of
litigation and recovery, GCs and other corporate executives to identify
the most valuable legal assets in their portfolios and create a plan to
optimize their cash benefit to the organization. We stand ready to conduct
a diagnostic session for companies with significant litigation assets.

•

Client education: We can work with law firm leaders to conduct
training sessions with their key litigation or corporate clients to increase
understanding of how to quantify and manage legal risk in 2021 and the
years ahead. When law firms invest in educating their clients they reinforce
their positive advisory role and position themselves to work with clients on
high value recoveries.

We look forward to working with you in 2021.

Aviva Will
Co-Chief Operating Officer

David Perla
Co-Chief Operating Officer
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CFO insights: Leveraging
“invisible” legal assets
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As businesses continue to grapple with the financial impact of
Covid-19, legal assets may represent an area of opportunity for
generating liquidity and managing cash flow—but legal assets also
remain largely invisible to many finance departments. As Burford
begins work on what we hope to be a groundbreaking study of how
CFOs think about this aspect of their balance sheets to be published
later in 2021, we share below some of the initial perspective we
have gathered from finance professionals.

CFO INSIGHTS: LEVERAGING “INVISIBLE” LEGAL ASSETS

Q.
What are the challenges that a CFO sees when a GC
or head of litigation pitches an affirmative recovery?
What do CFOs wish their legal teams and law firms
would do differently?
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Amanda Parness:
A good strategic CFO has to manage
cash flow and budgeting as well as
weigh in on the impact a litigation
can have on a company. As such, she
needs to estimate both the cost and
timing of these expenses. Any banded
guidance bands around these two
factors would be greatly appreciated.
This is the reason why many
companies pursuing litigation (and
even defending them) are focused on
alternative fee structures so that they
can manage these elements. Law firms
and a company such as Burford should
be ready to give estimates, milestones
and cost caps when they take on a
case to help the CFO and GC together
provide a cost benefit-analysis to
the CEO or Board to help determine
whether the potential benefits have
a successful IRR/ROI probability
given the estimated time frame of the
litigation and potential appeals.
Michael Curran:
The biggest challenge is trying to
understand the chances of success
upfront. Too often, the GC will focus
on the risks, costs and process: Do we
pursue it internally? Do we engage
outside counsel? Is it worth pursuing?
Contingency or not? There is a
business case required to make the
optimal decision, but because many
GCs are not thinking about the legal
department as a profit center, these
muscles are not well developed.

Jim Kilman:
Pursuing affirmative litigation poses
a risk-reward challenge for a CFO.
Yes, there might well be a significant
cash recovery when the litigation
is all said and done, but it’s pretty
uncertain and will cost real dollars
over the coming years to pursue.
CFOs are typically interested in
something the reduces the risk and
lowers or eliminates the cost along
the way. That’s why legal finance
solutions have become increasingly
of interest to Fortune 500 CFOs.

“
What CFOs value is
someone with deep
expertise in a particular
niche who can help them
creatively solve their
financing challenges.

”
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Q.
Pending commercial claims and awards can be
extraordinarily valuable corporate assets, but they are
obviously highly illiquid and come with significant cost and
risk. How aware do you think CFOs typically are of pending
commercial claims and awards as corporate assets?

Michael Curran:
I believe CFOs look at a pending
commercial claim and award as an
opportunity but not necessarily an
asset. The lack of certainty of an
outcome adds to the complexity,
so it’s difficult for a CFO to
confidently value. Most CFOs will
take a conservative view on valuation
whereby they manage the risk of a
less than favorable outcome and allow
for the upside of a favorable outcome.
Unless the CFO is familiar and
comfortable with litigation funding,
Jim
theyKilman:
will view these assets as illiquid.
For many CFOs, the potential value
Jim Kilman:
of this sort of commercial claim
For many CFOs, the potential value
wouldn’t be on their radar. They’ll be
of this sort of commercial claim
acutely aware of assets on the balance
wouldn’t be on their radar. They’ll be
sheet and very cognizant of liabilities,
acutely aware of assets on the balance
including contingent liabilities arising
sheet and very cognizant of liabilities,
from claims against their company.
But commercial claims, since they
don’t appear as assets, are invisible
to many CFOs, at least until they’re
pretty close to turning into real cash.
From that perspective, Burford’s
ability to work a little alchemy and
turn those non-assets into cash today
could have significant appeal to CFOs.
Amanda Parness:
Due to length of time appeals can
take, I think most finance teams
would heavily discount the value of
their legal assets, if they value them
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I believe CFOs look at a pending
commercial claim and award as an
opportunity but not necessarily an
asset. The lack of certainty of an
outcome adds to the complexity, so
it’s difficult for a CFO to confidently
value. Most CFOs will take a
conservative view on valuation
whereby they manage the risk of a
less than favorable outcome and allow
for the upside of a favorable outcome.
Unless the CFO is familiar and
comfortable with litigation funding,
they will view these assets as illiquid.
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Q.
We think of Burford as acting like an investment bank for
law, in that we can help corporations identify and optimize
the value of their legal assets. Do you think legal and
finance teams are ready to embrace that opportunity? If
not, what are the barriers, and are they the same for the
legal and finance teams?
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Jim Kilman:
CFOs, especially of larger corporations,
have a steady stream of bankers
and advisors parading through their
doors to pitch financing ideas and
opportunities. Much of this is pretty
generic, with the “same old” ideas
pitched over and over again. What CFOs
value is someone with deep expertise
in a particular niche who can help
them creatively solve their financing
challenges. Burford is relatively
unique in being able to offer solutions
for many companies’ legal related
financing challenges, including offering
ideas that a CFO is unlikely to have
heard elsewhere. And as importantly,
Burford will put its money where its
mouth is—by not only proposing the
financing idea, but also executing and
funding it from its own balance sheet.
For many CFOs, that sort of one-stopshopping is appealing, especially on an
innovative idea.
Amanda Parness:
I view Burford less as an investment
bank and more as a smart receivables
lender. They are making an investment
against a future cash flow stream of
the company. From the company
perspective, Burford is taking on the
risk and should rightly get some of
the upside in lieu of interest. From the
perspective of the defending company,

there is very little risk and this is a
source of liquidity; I think that many
CFOs would be happy to learn more
about the terms of such financings.
To be fair, I have not seen a Burford
contract, so I may not be fully aware of
the potential downside risks.
Michael Curran:
Being able to translate the solutions
and benefits into the language that
finance and legal teams speak will be
key for the acceptance and adoption of
any innovative idea. Going beyond that
and offering a consultative perspective
is also valuable, because it helps CFOs
and GCs both understand the solution
itself and also focus on how it can help
the company in question.
Having a credible partner who can
help the CFO properly value the legal
assets is important. As the funding
industry matures, CFOs will become
more comfortable leveraging this
expertise. Creativity and flexibility will
be highly valued.
For me, litigation financing provides
an opportunity to monetize an illiquid
asset and deploy that capital into a
core business activity and increase the
enterprise value. It also provides an
option to hedge some of the risk of an
adverse outcome.
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Q.
Given the current economic climate, specifically the
uncertainty that comes with doing business in a Covid
economy, how interesting is a financial product that adds
certainty by removing downside risk from pending claims
and awards?

Amanda Parness:
For anyone other than the largest
companies or those with PE or VC
essentially guaranteeing other liabilities
on the balance sheet, it has become
challenging, and somewhat expensive,
for many of these companies to access
the capital markets in this time of
Covid. Corporate advisors and CFOs
of mid-market companies owe it to
their clients and companies to explore
alternative sources of financing.
Michael Curran:
The idea of creating certainty around
cost and de-risking investments in
litigation is appealing, because it has
an immediate impact on the business.
CFOs can't think three years out, so

any solution that generates only longterm benefits is hard to get excited
about—especially for public CFOs
who manage quarterly and annually.
For those CFOs whose companies
were negatively impacted by Covid-19
and need to prioritize cash flow,
litigation funding becomes even
more interesting.
Jim Kilman:
A large part of what a CFO does
today is managing risks: Liquidity
risk, credit risk, rate risk, asset and
liability management (ALM) risk.
A financial product that provides
funding while simultaneously derisking has significant appeal in any
environment.

Q.
Does the Covid economy create a springboard for change
insofar as there is more pressure on functions that are not
typically perceived as commercial—like legal—to think
more commercially?

Jim Kilman:
Many companies have been moving
down this path for quite a while;
Covid is certainly accelerating it. In a
world where growth is challenged and

margins are under pressure, most
companies are taking a careful look
at how to get increased efficiencies
out of everything they do, whether
by re-engineering, outsourcing or
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the like. Legal departments are no
exception, which is why there has
been so much interest in legal finance
products that reduce costs and risks
while improving liquidity, all of which
reduce the “drag” from what has
traditionally been a cost center for
most corporates.

but the pandemic forced these
same functions to act commercially.
Real estate rationalization, contract
renegotiations, increased focus on
privacy and data tied to a remote
workforce and asset monetization,
has pulled legal ever closer to the
commercial side of the business.

Michael Curran:
Covid-19 has been an accelerator for
trends already underway. All functions
are expected to think commercially,

This change is not temporary and
will certainly encourage legal teams
to become even more creative and
commercial in the coming year.

Q.
Burford is undertaking research in early 2021 addressing
how corporations use legal finance. As a CFO, what
questions do you think would be valuable to address?
12

Amanda Parness:
There is a lot of opacity to litigation
finance and the tendency for investors
and companies alike to view it with
suspicion. A transparent view of the
process that finance providers such
as Burford go through to assess the
risks, and what further potential
unforeseen monetary and timing
costs could occur during the lengthy
course of a legal case for those that
accept litigation are table stakes
information that should be laid out
for all constituencies involved.

Jim Kilman:
I’d start by asking: “What are the
legal-related problems you’re
looking to solve?” “What are the
challenges you’re wrestling with in
thinking about your legal function:
Costs? Uncertainty of outcomes on
commercial claims?” “What’s your
appetite for non-recourse financing.
How does that work within your
capital stack?”

CFO INSIGHTS: LEVERAGING “INVISIBLE” LEGAL ASSETS
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ROUNDTABLE

Law firm leadership
perspective
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In December 2020, Burford Director Christine Azar directed
questions concerning law firm trends to a respected group
of law firm leaders. Their perspectives are excerpted and
gathered below.

ROUNDTABLE: LAW FIRM LEADERSHIP PERSPECTIVE

Q.
2020 has been a turbulent year for
businesses across many industries.
What has been the most significant
challenge or concern you’ve
observed among your clients?
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Frank Ryan:
The first thing everyone is concerned about is
making sure their people are safe and secure. That is
something that we have been managing internally
and have seen all our clients managing. Second,
being able to expediently respond to clients at a very
sophisticated level to satisfy the needs they have in
times of pressure and stress; this is critically important.
Now more than ever, clients need us by their side and
prepared to help them resolve whatever issues they are
dealing with.
Jason Peltz:
The constant state of uncertainty has been the largest
concern we have observed. High-stakes commercial
litigation by its nature has a good amount of uncertainty,
but the curveballs experienced this year increased the
uncertainty to new heights. With many courts closed or
operating on reduced schedules and jury trial schedules
continued, our clients faced challenges with budgeting,
setting internal expectations and of course many faced
and continue to face significant spending pressure.
Many of our law department counterparts have been
necessarily pulled away to address the urgent business
and legal issues associated with the pandemic. We have
worked hard to ensure that they can attend to these
new challenges, confident that we have their litigation
concerns well covered.
Jason Leckerman:
The challenge of uncertainty has been the common
theme for our clients of all sizes and across all
industries. Companies that initially worked to deal
with operational uncertainties created by the Covid-19
pandemic were soon confronted with equally important,
but more fundamental issues relating to social justice,
diversity, equity and inclusion. In response, clients
initially focused on the immediate concerns of
budgets and controlling expenses, as they took stock
of services they truly needed to run their business. As
everyone embraced remote work, clients also focused
on improving technology infrastructure, the legal
and business implications of instituting a remote
workforce and employee well-being. In many ways,
clients’ attention to technology and the needs of their
workforces enabled them to meaningfully respond to
the social justice issues we have seen since the summer.
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Q.
While there has been some good
news relating to the pandemic,
when a return to “normal” will
happen (or what it will look like) is
still uncertain. What are the most
important ways for firms to evolve
to meet the evolving needs of
clients, and what’s most important
to your firm?

Jason Peltz:
Most important to our firm is client success. If our
clients do not succeed, neither do we. Our entire
model is built on this simple premise of aligned
objectives and incentives. By extension, maintaining
our team focus, with clients serving as an integral
part of our team, remains vital. This is always how
we have worked but it has become even more
important given current circumstances. In terms of
firms evolving to meet evolving client needs, the key
is teamwork—knowing what success means to each
client, understanding the challenges each client faces,
acting as an invested partner and adapting to meet
each client’s needs.
Frank Ryan:
One of the things that we learned during the pandemic
was how much more quickly we could move and how
fast we could change driven by the needs of the day.
I think that law firms—especially our law firm—will
be much more attentive to being agile and able to move
quickly. There are things we can do at a pace that we
never imagined we could have done before and that is by
virtue of what we learned during the pandemic. I think
clients are going to want that even more out of law
firms: Being more agile, more nimble, more responsive
and able to move more quickly. That is without question
something that I believe will be increasingly important in
the months and years to come.

“

High-stakes commercial litigation by its
nature has a good amount of uncertainty, but
the curveballs experienced this year increased
the uncertainty to new heights.

”
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Jason Leckerman:
Clients’ current needs include leveraging technology,
addressing disruption, anticipating the next challenge
and ensuring they are maximizing the value they derive
from relationships with outside counsel. Although these
areas have been a focus for many in recent years, they
became acute in 2020. For law firms, this means that
we need to proactively communicate with our clients,
demonstrate an understanding of the impact of current
issues to their businesses and industries, provide legal
services seamlessly across platforms and think creatively
about cost and fee arrangements. At the same time,
given the challenges our clients are facing, we need to be
hyper-focused on efficiency in delivering our services.
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At Ballard, we quickly adjusted to the remote
environment. While delivering value beyond excellent
legal service has been a core focus of the firm for some
time, that adaptability and the pace of change has
enabled us to change the way we work with clients
to better align with client needs and the demands on
their schedules. Through focused outreach, particularly
those in highly impacted industries, we have continued
developing innovative value-add approaches beyond
the fee-for-service model. For example, over the past
year we have developed robust online resources, such
as our Navigating the New Normal Business Resources
and Presidential Transition Center to help keep clients
abreast of breaking developments and strategies to
help with businesses. We also have offered clients an
array of free CLEs and customized trainings to help
their teams navigate and prepare for these challenges.
The common thread has been to offer timely, forwardthinking information that is direct, practical and
actionable. This evolution naturally comes with the
growth of our Client Value and Innovation Team,
which focuses on complementing the exemplary legal
service we provide clients by offering predictability,
value and efficiency, and identifying appropriate
opportunities to share the risk with clients. The team
works with the lawyers and our clients to deliver
transparency and efficiency in the way we price and
manage our engagements and to provide information
and analysis tailored to our clients' business needs.

ROUNDTABLE: LAW FIRM LEADERSHIP PERSPECTIVE

Q.
Recent research shows that two
out of three law firm lawyers
identify increased competition
from traditional and emerging
competitors as a key challenge.
We’ve also seen recent research
suggesting that there may be an
increase in law firm mergers given
this tough competitive landscape.
Do you agree that bigger is better?
What can—and should—law firms
do to set themselves apart?

Jason Leckerman:
Is bigger better? For a small slice of the legal industry,
that may be true, but for most firms like ours, I’m
not so sure. Intense competition among law firms,
emerging new law providers and large acquisitions will
always be a part of “big law” firm culture; however,
that can only go so far. While some firms want to be
all things to all clients, we prefer to focus on core areas
of strength and providing the services we know our
clients want and need. My sense is that most firms
will continue focusing on attracting small groups or
laterals as a primary driver for growth. Indeed, the
changes prompted by the pandemic no doubt will
challenge the notion that firms “need” an office in
particular cities. Acceptance that lawyers can do their
work from anywhere (while honoring state licensing
requirements) is growing rapidly, along with the
notion that employees can work remotely and remain
productive and efficient.
To set themselves apart, law firms will need to focus
on qualities other than size. How firms deliver legal
services to clients will remain a key differentiator.
This year will present significant challenges and
opportunities. The new administration in the US, the
important focus on racial equity and the pandemic
(and its true economic impact) will mean new
federal, state and local laws and regulations, as well
as increased enforcement activity. Firms need to stay
ahead of these changes, so clients know what’s coming
around the corner and how to mitigate the risks or
maximize the opportunities they will create. We know
that while clients’ legal budgets are not increasing,
their legal needs are, so firms need to be one step
ahead and align their priorities with the goals and
needs of their clients. That is not as easy as it sounds.
We are helping clients address ethical, environmental
and safety concerns through our Environmental,
Social, and Governance (ESG) Initiative. ESG metrics
are a growing area of focus for companies of all sizes,
investors and investment firms, lenders, governmental
agencies and legislatures, stock exchanges and other
self-regulatory bodies, activist shareholders and
advocacy groups. Another example is Ballard’s Racial
Justice and Equality Pro Bono Litigation Initiative, a
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“We know that while clients’ legal

budgets are not increasing, their
legal needs are, so firms need to
be one step ahead and align their
priorities with the goals and needs
of their clients.”
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new pro bono plan of action dedicated to combating
racial injustice and inequity through litigation.
Litigators take on pro bono cases that specifically
address racial justice issues, such as policing, education
and voting rights. We also are establishing partnerships
with firm clients and public interest organizations
dedicated to promoting racial justice. Writing checks
and financially supporting these organizations is
simply not enough. We must commit to forging these
partnerships if we want to see real change.
Jason Peltz:
Whether bigger is better likely depends on the particular
legal service being provided. To meet competitive
challenges, firms must differentiate themselves by
knowing who they are and the particular legal services
they excel at providing. Since our founding 27 years
ago, our singular focus has remained high-stakes
litigation. Companies and individuals hire us for their
most important litigation and our exceptional quality;
experience, not size, empower us to succeed.
Frank Ryan:
I don't believe that bigger is better. Being strategic is
what is most important. I do believe that global scale
with incredibly talented lawyers is very important—
especially for us. Our ability to deliver globally for clients
24/7 in their most important, sophisticated matters is
critical. But just being bigger I don't believe is the answer.
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Being sufficiently large and being strategic is what is
most important for law firms today.
The competition is as hot as it has ever been and will
only become more competitive over time. As far as
law firm mergers are concerned, we constantly see a
drumbeat of top talent moving to certain firms and
I believe that there will be more opportunities in the
coming years for law firms to scale up. I think there will
be mergers but how quickly that happens and what size
I don't know yet.

Q.
Although anecdotal evidence
suggests that the number is
overstated, 68% of lawyers say that
their firms are likely to consider
building risk-based practices. Does
this reflect a larger trend towards
traditionally hourly fee defense
firms augmenting or developing
risk-sharing practices?

Jason Peltz:
Yes, my sense is that more traditional, hourly firms are
exploring contingency and other risk-based fee models.
It will be interesting to see how successful those firms
can be given their institutional constraints. Considering
most of those firms’ models are built on hours, including
their assessments of value, success and compensation, I
imagine it will be difficult for many of them to pivot from
their age-old architecture. I suspect some will succeed
and others will not.
Frank Ryan:
I can't comment on the percentage, but I do think risksharing is something that law firms are increasingly
thinking about as we become more sophisticated. All
of us are becoming more sophisticated in terms of
outcomes, specialties and having a talent to drive
certain matters that allow both client and law firm
a greater degree of certainty. Times are changing
and there needs to be more sharing of risk between
clients and law firms. Therefore, I believe law firms
increasingly will consider risk-sharing opportunities
and contingency fee arrangements.
Jason Leckerman:
I am skeptical that many other big law firms will actually
embrace risk to the degree that they will develop
significant risk-based practices that do not rely on the
hourly fee model. It is true, however, that there seems
to be an increasing willingness for clients and firms to
find ways to share in the risk and the potential upside in
litigation. This willingness seems to be natural extension
of the increased use of alternative fee arrangements
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(AFAs) that benefit both the law firm and the client.
While we have been offering risk-based arrangements,
given the choice between that and other AFAs, clients
still choose other AFAs most of the time. This indicates
that risk-based arrangements have a long way to go to
gain support and adoption. We are, however, willing to
bet on the talent of our lawyers—their ability to provide
both clients and the firm upside—and I would assume
other law firms feel the same about their lawyers.

Q.
Recent research shows 67% of CFOs
would advocate for the use of legal
finance in an economic downturn.
What role should law firms play
in educating clients about various
financing options, including legal
finance?
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Jason Peltz:
As a trusted advisor, it is critical that lawyers educate
clients regarding legal finance options. This is especially
true given the exasperating budget constraints that
many clients face, as legal finance may make especially
good sense to assure that meritorious litigation can be
efficiently and successfully handled.
Jason Leckerman:
We are counselors. That means that we need to educate
our clients about their options, including legal finance.
For clients with liquidity constraints or who are simply
risk adverse, legal finance could be the right answer.
For law firms, it simply may make good business sense.
Frank Ryan:
The question of educating is a tricky one. First of all,
making sure we understand the client's needs and goals
is first and foremost, and then being able to provide to
clients the tools that will allow them to satisfy and meet
those goals is important. I think legal funding is right
for some clients to meet those goals and it is a tool that
makes sense for some clients. It is certainly something a
law firm should have at its disposal to discuss.
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As in so many aspects of life and law,
Covid-19 changed the way claimants pursued
arbitration in 2020—but arbitral centers
nonetheless reported record-breaking
numbers of filings. But key decisions,
impending legislation and a renewed
interest in funding alternatives may impact
arbitration in the months ahead.
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2020 Trends

INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION
AND COVID-19
It would be difficult, if not impossible, to
describe the year in international arbitration
without considering the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic, both on newly filed
as well as pending arbitrations. Although
arbitral institutions do not officially report
figures until 2021, initial indications show
that the filing of new cases (electronically
post-Covid) in 2020 did not slow down at
the world’s leading international investment
and commercial arbitral institutions. For
instance, ICSID reported that it registered 58
new ICSID Convention and Additional Facility
arbitrations in 2020, the highest number it has
ever registered. Likewise, SIAC reported it too
had a record year, registering 1,005 cases (the

first time SIAC’s caseload has crossed 1,000).
Turning to pending arbitrations, counsel,
arbitrators and arbitral institutions have
transitioned effectively to remote technology
during the pandemic, but not without delays
and challenges. Although remote technologies
have proven effective (with the help of
guidance notes and protocols issued by arbitral
institutions) and are likely here to stay for first
sessions, procedural meetings and hearings
on discrete issues, the situation is less clear
for merits hearings involving multiple fact
witnesses and experts, various languages and
numerous localities with varying levels of
connectivity. And not all parties to arbitrations
have accepted a transition away from physical
hearings, with challenges filed against tribunals
(albeit so far unsuccessfully) in the wake of
procedural orders scheduling virtual hearings.
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One unmistakable trend across both new and
pending arbitrations in 2020, however, was the
increased interest from claimants in exploring
monetizations of commercial and investorstate awards to address corporate liquidity
concerns. That was reflected in the record
interest Burford received for monetizations for
international arbitration disputes.
INTRA-EU TERMINATION TREATY
AND ACHMEA
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In May, 23 EU member states signed the
agreement for the termination of intra-EU
bilateral investment treaties, including any
sunset provisions (the Termination Treaty).
The Termination Treaty implemented the 6
March 2018 Achmea v. Slovak Republic Court of
Justice for the European Union judgment.
In that decision, the Court held that investorstate arbitration provisions in BITs between
EU member states are incompatible with the
EU treaties. That said, arbitral tribunals have
unanimously rejected intra-EU objections to
jurisdiction, finding no contradiction between
the substantive provisions of EU law and the
provisions of intra-EU BITs. What is more,
as the Magyar v. Hungary ICSID tribunal has
explained: “While the Contracting States
remain the masters of their treaty, their
control is limited by the general principles of
legal certainty and res inter alios acta, aliis nec
nocet nec prodest” such that “even where the
Contracting Parties terminate the treaty on
mutual consent, they acknowledge that longterm interests of investors who have invested
in the host State in reliance on the treaty
guarantees must be respected.”� Importantly,
the Termination Treaty does not apply to
claims under the Energy Charter Treaty, a
multilateral investment treaty that established
a legal framework for energy, trade, transit and
investment between member states. While EU
member states form the majority of the ECT’s
contracting parties, several countries from
outside the EU are also members. Therefore,
unlike intra-EU BITs, the EU and its member

states are unlikely to be able to terminate the
ECT and its sunset provisions without the
consent of all other contracting parties.
RCEP AGREEMENT
In November 2020, following almost eight
years and 30 rounds of negotiations, 15
states in the Asia Pacific region (including
China, Japan, South Korea, Australia and New
Zealand, as well as the ten ASEAN member
states) signed the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP), the world’s
largest trade agreement. The numbers
speak for themselves: The parties to the
RCEP together account for close to 30% of
global GDP and approximately 30% of the

“
One unmistakeable
trend… has been the
increased interest from
claimants in exploring
monetizations of
commercial and investorstate awards to address
corporate liquidity
concerns.

”
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global population. Unlike most other global
treaties of its kind, however, the RCEP does
not currently provide for investor-state
arbitration. The agreement does, however,
require parties to enter into discussions
about such provisions within two years of
the RCEP’s entry into force. In the meantime,
six RCEP parties (Australia, Brunei, Japan,
Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam) are
also signatories to the Comprehensive and
Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific
Partnership (CPTPP) and have agreed to
arbitrate investor-state disputes under that
2018 “next-generation” trade agreement, not
to mention the significant number of other
bilateral treaties to which these states are also
parties. With the November 2020 signing of
the RCEP, and a new administration in the US
it remains to be seen whether or not the Biden
administration will now revisit participation
in the CPTPP, either through a renegotiation
or joining it as is.

What to expect in 2021

NEW ICC RULES OF ARBITRATION
In January 2021, the new ICC Rules of
Arbitration go into effect, including the new
Article 11(7) requiring the disclosure of the
identity of any third-party funder to avoid
potential conflicts of interest. The ICC remains
the world’s most preferred arbitral institution,
particularly in Europe and Asia and the
Pacific, which together comprised 70% of the
parties in 2019 ICC arbitrations. The new ICC
disclosure reflects existing ICC practice (as set
out in the 1 January 2019 ICC Note to Parties
and Arbitral Tribunals) and the fact that many
parties already disclose the fact of external
financing voluntarily. But the disclosure
of arbitration finance may be misused by
respondents to create expensive and time-

wasting frolics and detours. For instance,
although security for costs applications have
been rare in ICC arbitrations (a recent ICC
Bulletin survey earlier this year noted only
23 applications filed since 1993, 83% of which
were unsuccessful), the introduction of Article
11(7) may lead to an increase in frivolous
applications. With that in mind, ICC tribunals
may become more willing under Article 38(5)
of the 2021 Arbitration Rules to take into
account such applications in making decisions
on costs against respondents. What is more,
since respondents will now be cognizant of the
use of arbitration finance (or not) very early on
in an ICC arbitration owing to new Article 11(7),
ICC tribunals may be more likely to permit
successful claimants to recover the costs of
funding as “other costs” under Article 38(1).
The ICC was not, however, alone in updating
its arbitral rules in 2020. The second most
preferred arbitral institution, the LCIA,
updated its rules earlier this year after the
result of a periodic review with input from a
large number of users and a working group to
ensure that the rules continue to reflect best
practice. The updated LCIA Arbitration Rules,
effective as of 1 October 2020, do not include
any provision requiring the disclosure of the
use of arbitration finance.
ICSID RULE AMENDMENTS
ICSID, the world’s leading institution devoted
to investment disputes (having administered
over 70% of all known disputes), is likely
to present the final version of its proposed
amendments to states for a vote (either in
person or by correspondence) in 2021. The
outstanding work for the rule amendment
project has narrowed considerably since
ICSID’s first working paper in 2018, with ICSID
set to issue one final fifth working paper in
the spring of 2021. ICSID, like the ICC, has
been clear about the rationale for its proposed
amendment requiring disclosure in funded
arbitrations: To avoid conflicts of interest with
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a potential arbitrator. This is not surprising,
as it is consistent with what many ICSID and
UNCITRAL tribunals have held concerning the
important “access to justice” issues implicated
by third-party funding, and how claimants
may seek such funding for “risk management
and validation by a more objective third party
of the merits of the claim”.� A more sweeping
UNCITRAL Working Group III investor-state
arbitration reform project remains underway—
with arbitration finance one of many issues
under consideration—but it appears unlikely
to result in any concrete reforms in 2021.
MODERNIZATION OF THE ENERGY
CHARTER TREATY
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In February and March of 2021, the 56 member
states to the Energy Charter Treaty will
participate in a fourth round of negotiations
on the modernization process. The first three
negotiation rounds were held virtually in
2020 (6-9 July; 8-11 September; 3-6 November
2020) and addressed issues of investment
protection and dispute settlement. One
of the dispute settlement issues discussed
was the use of arbitration finance and may
involve the introduction of a provision like
that proposed by ICSID as part of its rule
amendment process, requiring the disclosure
of the identity of a funder to avoid any
purported conflicts of interest. To be sure,

arbitration finance has not just been limited
to the funding of ECT claims in investor-state
arbitrations, as claimants have increasingly
considered monetizing their claims and awards.
In the words of one claimant who launched a
competitive process for the monetization of
its billion-euro ECT claim, there is “increasing
interest shown by the market in this type of
transaction”. Finally, although the ECT is not
impacted by the Intra-EU Termination Treaty,
we may see a decision from the Court of Justice
of the European Union in 2021 regarding
whether or not the investor-state mechanism
in any modernized ECT complies with EU
law, arising from a request filed by Belgium in
December 2020.
KEY TAKEAWAY
While the voluntary disclosure of external
finance providers has been common practice
in international arbitration for some time,
it remains to be seen to what extent the
major arbitral centers will formally require
it going forward. But as costs of pursuing
arbitration claims rise (and the ongoing
economic downturn puts financial pressure
on potential claimants), funding will
continue to be a necessary tool for claimants
and alternative methods of securing capital,
such as monetization, will gain traction in
the year ahead.

1 Magyar Farming Company Ltd, Kintyre Kft and Inicia Zrt v. Hungary (ICSID Case No. ARB/ 17/27), Award of the Tribunal, 13 November 2019.
2 Bacilio Amorrortu v. Peru, PCA Case No. 2020-11, Procedural Order No. 2, 19 October 2020 (Binnie, Hanotiau, Landau).
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“There is increasing interest
shown by the market for
[monetizing claims].”
—CLAIMANT WITH A
BILLION-EURO ECT CLAIM
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Trends in insolvency
litigation
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In December 2020, Burford Senior Vice President Elizabeth
Fisher and Director Connor Murphy directed questions
concerning insolvency trends to a respected group of
experts in contentious insolvency and restructuring. Their
perspectives are excerpted and gathered below.
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Q.
Government and world central bank stimuluses have
helped keep the global economy in balance following
the Covid-19 crisis. As government support is withdrawn,
what insolvency and restructuring trends might we
expect to follow?
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Geoff Carton-Kelly:
Speaking to the situation in the UK
at the time of writing, there are two
broad schools of thought: (1) That we
will drop off a cliff on or around March
31, when most of the forbearance and
financial support mechanisms end;
or (2) The government will put us on
a gentle glide path to the withdrawal
of those support mechanisms. Having
seen how the previous financial crisis
was dealt with, and having come this
far in preventing a meltdown, I believe
the latter strategy will be followed.
Given that we have a plethora of
restructuring mechanisms available
in the UK, including the new
Restructuring Plan, the Moratorium,
Company Voluntary Arrangements
(CVAs) and Administrations we are
able to preserve value in impaired
companies potentially and businesses
almost certainly.
If you combine the accessibility
of those mechanisms with the
significant amount of distressed
investment capital waiting for the
right moment and opportunity to
be deployed, I foresee businesses
that were fundamentally sound
before the Covid-19 crisis but are now
significantly impaired with a lack of
cash being acquired. As a profession,
we will get busier as we come out

of the crisis and there are greater
opportunities for recycling capital and
a clear horizon to focus on.
Stephanie Wickouski:
There are so many variables as to
fiscal support—including, obviously,
a change in US administration—that
it is impossible to predict specific
insolvency trends with any certainty
right now. A year ago, no one would
have predicted $4 trillion in stimulus
spending in 2020, and 2021 might be
just as unpredictable.
James Vincequerra:
This is dependent in large part on the
type of recovery we see. The trends
will differ depending on whether
we see a gradual recovery over the
course of years instead of months as
the vaccine is rolled out or a more
rapid recovery. Regardless, there are a
couple of general things to look for in
the coming year.
In the real estate sector, I expect we
will see commercial mortgage-backed
securities (CMBS) largely outside
of formal bankruptcies due to the
structural impediments to filing
that come with the Special Purpose
Entities (SPEs) and the non-carve-out
recourse guarantees. There will likely
be an increase in special servicing
situations considering the distress
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that we expect to see in commercial
real estate, particularly office-based
real estate in major markets. But I
don't think we will see traditional
bankruptcy filings in the CMBS space.
Instead, real estate filings will increase,
and these will be more single-asset
real estate cases that avoided the
CMBS finance round.
The hospitality industry will not
surprisingly experience significant
distress. Restaurants will be
particularly hard-hit: The margins
in that business are already so tight
that there is really not much there
for formal insolvency or bankruptcy
proceedings. In most restaurant cases,
I think owners will simply return the
keys to the landlord, shut the doors
and move on. If we are going to see
restaurant cases, they will be more
substantial chains or restaurants where
there was significant financing and
branding. Hotels will face the same
situation: Underperforming properties
that otherwise would have limped
along for years will probably wind up
in insolvency, work out scenarios or
formal bankruptcy proceedings.
The transport industry will see
similar trends, such as in the cruise
line and aviation sectors. I'm involved
in a number of airline cases now
and we are likely to see at least one
or two more airline cases in the
near- to mid-term future. Cruise lines
continue to suspend global sailings.
We will also see a continuation and
acceleration of the retail trend of
distress. Mall properties will continue
to see the problems that they saw
before the pandemic and so will retail
businesses that didn't translate well
into the e-commerce world.

Lastly, and I think most interestingly,
is the potential for municipality
bankruptcies as local municipalities
and similar entities that have Chapter
15 available to them deal with the
post-pandemic environment. Cities
that have large infrastructure and
fixed costs are going to have to deal
with some very difficult choices. For
instance, although I don't think we
have to be concerned with New York
City filing for bankruptcy, New York
is going to face a lot of headwind in
the coming years as a result of a lost
tax base—as are a number of their
institutions, including the transit
authority. Both the city and the transit
authority find themselves in the red
to the tune of billions of dollars. If you
combine that with what is anticipated
to be an increased work-fromhome environment, post-pandemic
tax revenues or ride revenues for
the Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (MTA) are not going to
return to their pre-pandemic numbers
any time soon and they will continue

“
Bankruptcy
activity is
obviously cyclical,
and each cycle
is unique.

”
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to have to pay out fixed costs such as
pension obligations and employee
wages. There are going to be huge
budget holes that will be very difficult
to fill without federal assistance. It
will be interesting to see how that
plays out across the nation.
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Kevin Carey:
Although this came down to the last
minute, US government support
is continuing. It has been largely
government help that has kept the
economy from crashing. That does not
mean certain sectors have not been
affected—they have been—but the
stock market continues to stay high.
It is just amazing to me how quickly
and routinely the government has
continued to support the economy.
The first answer then is: I am not
sure the government, especially given
the change of administration, is ever
going to withdraw support.
With the vaccine in circulation,
support will be less necessary over
time than it is now, but so far it

has put off many ill-effects that we
would have otherwise experienced.
So what happens as that support is
withdrawn? Assuming the vaccine is
effective, the parts of the economy
that have been adversely affected
will pick back up. Does that mean
restaurants that had to close will pick
back up? You can’t predict that, but
I think you’ll still find problems on
both the business and consumer side.
Thus far, consumer filings have
been way down as a result of the
government support—and that trend
may continue, given the extension of
government support. If the support
runs out, however, consumer filings
will likely increase. From a business
standpoint, it depends on the industry.
Oil and gas is going to continue to be
an issue; companies are overleveraged.
Apart from any pandemic affect,
overleverage has been an issue in our
economy for an extended period.

Q.
Since the 2008 financial crisis, companies have been
adding debt to their balance sheets—the US high-yield
market is over six times leveraged today. How will
record highs in distressed debt affect insolvency and
restructuring activity? Which industries will be most
affected in the long term?

Stephanie Wickouski:
Bankruptcy activity is obviously
cyclical, and each cycle is unique. The
duration and intensity of restructuring
activity varies cycle to cycle. One
commonality in all cycles is that

credit downgrades are the bellwether
of a bankruptcy boom. Based on
the volume of low credit ratings you
are seeing, it’s likely that there will
be significant restructuring activity
during the next two years.
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Most predictions point toward energy
and commercial real estate continuing
to be the subject of restructuring
activity, as well as airlines, aircraft
leasing, live entertainment, and
media/broadcasting.
For some time, I’ve been emphasizing
strategies for monetizing illiquid
recoveries such as unregistered stock,
CVRs, warrants, options and interests in
litigation trusts. This topic will be front
and center in many restructurings.
James Vincequerra:
Levels of distressed debt will be high,
and that will keep law firms’ debt
trading practices very busy. Debt
is going to translate into increased
bankruptcy filings in those industries
where would-be debtors have high
fixed costs, such as mining, oil and gas
and brick and mortar retail businesses.
Those industries and businesses
will be driven to formal insolvency

proceedings and significant out-ofcourt workouts.
Geoff Carton-Kelly:
It will depend on the attitude of the
holders of such debt. Anyone who
can afford to play a long game will
do so. But there will be plenty of
instances where the absence of cash
to service high levels of debt in certain
industries will cause some distress,
unavoidable covenent breaches and
possibly lead to restructuring and/
or insolvency processes. We have
already seen challenges in sectors
that have attracted high levels of
debt such as shopping centers, casual
dining and retail which were already
suffering long before Covid-19. We
might see a rebalancing of the level
of debt in those sectors as we emerge
from this crisis but there will always
be acquisition and recapitalization
solutions particularly when
confidence returns.
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Kevin Carey:
I think it depends in large measure
on how much liquidity remains in
the marketplace. Right now, there
is a lot of liquidity. With respect to
either an industry or business, the
overleverage will become too large
to bear and investors are ready to
step in to buy companies and debt.
I think there will be an uptick in
restructuring activity when that
occurs, and it will continue after the
effects of the pandemic go away as a
result of the vaccines.

Oil and gas, hospitality, retail and
restaurants have all suffered and will
take time to recover, but the canary
in the mine is commercial real estate.
Remote work is likely to continue
well after the pandemic ends: Some
companies have told their workers
they can stay home indefinitely, and
others will be making decisions. That
empty commercial space will have
to be repurposed and there will be a
lot of restructuring activity coming
up in the next year and beyond in
commercial real estate.

Q.
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The modification to wrongful trading provisions in the
UK was unexpectedly reintroduced on 26 November
and is expected to run through 30 April 2021. Do you
see this as the death of the [s214 IA86] wrongful trading
provisions, as insolvency practitioners look at bringing
alternate claims?

Geoff Carton-Kelly:
I was always slightly troubled by the
introduction of this modification at
the beginning of the pandemic (and
its relaxation and reintroduction)
when it did not incorporate relief
from other potential misfeasance
provisions elsewhere in the
Insolvency and Companies Acts.
Obviously, wrongful trading is a
matter that will be investigated at
the commencement of a formal
insolvency appointment, but the loss
arising remains relatively difficult to
quantify. Case covering this period

are going to be more challenging now,
simply because of the on-off-on-off
approach to the relief.
I would not necessarily say this will
cause the death of the provisions,
because they are still a useful weapon
in the armory. Heading down the
misfeasance route regarding specific
liabilities that have been created by
the directors is easier to quantify
and arguably easier to prove but
combining these two heads of claim
may often get you the result you were
looking for.
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Q.
How have recent decisions on avoidance actions and the
evolution of the law around the 11 U.S.C. 546(e) bankruptcy
safe harbor affected the chances of creditor recovery?

James Vincequerra:
In light of the US Supreme Court's
refusal or denial of cert for the
Tribunes II bankruptcy case coming
out of the Second Circuit, I think that
the market is finally learning the
parameters of the Supreme Court
decision in the Merit¹ case and the
implications for large leveraged
buy-out (LBO) situations and other
similar transactions involving
financial institutions that could result
in a fraudulent conveyance action.
I think many of those transactions
will be structured to fall within the
new parameters of 546(e). After Merit,
everyone understood that the 546(e)
safe harbor does not protect transfers
against a potential fraudulent
conveyance argument where the
financial institution is neither the
transferor nor the transferee. What
Tribune II in the Second Circuit set
out for us was that if you structure
your transaction with your qualifying
financial institution properly, you
the transferor or transferee can be
deemed a customer of that financial
institution and be brought within
the ambit of the safe harbor. I think
for the larger potential fraudulent
conveyance action in the LBO
space, we are going to see those
transactions structured more carefully

to fall within the Tribune fact pattern.
The transferor uses the financial
institution as an agent, and at least
in the Second Circuit that brings the
transaction under the ambit of 546(e).
Less sophisticated parties or smaller
transactions may not get the benefit
of that advice and there will be
transactions being done outside the
546(e) safe harbor, but the reasoning
behind the Tribune II decision is
likely going to inform a lot of LBO
structuring activity moving forward.
Which should show us a diminution
in the anticipated creditor recoveries
where 546(e) is implicated.
Stephanie Wickouski:
The Second Circuit’s broad
interpretation of the safe harbor
defense has curtailed creditors’ ability
to claw back payments and other
transfers made in the context of LBOs
and mergers. A recent example is
Nine West, in which the United States
District Court for the Southern District
of New York dismissed the trustee’s
suit against dozens of shareholders
who received redemption payments
in connection with the Jones
Group LBO. The Court dismissed
the trustee’s state law claims as
well, finding those claims were also
precluded by the safe harbor.
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“ Legal finance affects the

insolvency landscape only
positively. With the increased
liquidity[…], entities in distress
have more flexibility to do
the things that they otherwise
would not be able to do.”
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The Nine West trustee, in light of the
Second Circuit's Tribune case, had
tried to avoid the Southern District of
New York as a venue by commencing
the cases elsewhere, but the cases
ultimately ended up in the SDNY.
What surprises me is that litigation
continues to be waged by some
litigation trustees, in spite of legal
barriers to recovery. I suspect that the
trustees do this because there is always
the chance that defendants will simply
settle to avoid litigation expense or
the possibility that the Second Circuit
might revisit its prior decisions or be
overturned by the Supreme Court.
Most of us believe that a change in the
Second Circuit law on the safe harbor
is extremely unlikely.
Kevin Carey:
This is a fascinating legal issue—a bit
intricate and one I have a long history
with it. Tribune was my case when I was
sitting on the bench in Delaware, and

the case that made it to the Supreme
Court in Merit originated out of another
case that I had while I was on the
bench. This came from the Seventh
Circuit to the Supreme Court because
the post confirmation liquidating
trustee did not want to bring a lawsuit
concerning the safe harbor issue in
the Third Circuit because the Third
Circuit had already issued an opinion
giving a broad reading to the safe
harbor in 546(e). The litigation trustee
went to the Seventh, which had not
yet ruled on the issue, in hopes of
having a better shot and it made it to
the Supreme Court, and then we have
Merit Management, which said conduits
cannot be tagged with liability.
In Tribune, during Chapter 11, when
the debtor said it was not going
to pursue state law constructive
fraudulent transfer claims, creditors
who otherwise under state law would
have had the right to bring them
came in and wanted relief from the
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state and wanted me to rule that
they had the right to bring them. I
did not feel that that ruling was
necessary to get the company to
give a confirmation of a plan. So I
said, “Look I’ll give you relief from
the state to the extent you need
it, but I will take no position on
whether you have the right to bring
it.” They ended up in a multi-district
litigation in federal court in the
Southern District of New York and
that went up and down the appellate
chain. In the meantime, the Supreme
Court decided Merit Management, yet
the Second Circuit said there is no
standing to bring such a claim. In
any event, federal law preempts state
law—many saw this decision as the
Second Circuit trying to get away
around the Supreme Court decision
of Merit Management.

What’s happened since then: There has
been a petition for certiorari filed; the
Supreme Court has asked the Solicitor
General to weigh in; and there is a view
that the Second Circuit decision is out
of line with what Supreme Court held
in Merit Management—but that remains
to be seen.
One effect it may have is that other
individuals who are federal receivers
may choose to stay out of the Second
Circuit when bring a receivership
action if they can because there
is now an anomalous situation in
which the claims may be good or not
good depending on whether or not
you are in a bankruptcy proceeding.
I think many people are hoping the
Supreme Court will pick up the case
and address what the Second Circuit
did in Tribune.
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Q.
The Economist estimates that the current economic crisis
will expose a decade's worth of corporate fraud. Where an
insolvent company has clear claims as against its directors,
but the de jure directors have few visible assets, how can
insolvency practitioners recover value for creditors?

Geoff Carton-Kelly:
It is rare that the true asset position of
potential targets such as directors would
be clear at the commencement of a
case. Using investigators and deploying
other search and data analytics can
throw up hidden assets for the purposes
of securing value in the event of a
successful claim. Some directors or
boards might have D&O cover, which
should be invoked immediately upon

appointment and extended if necessary.
The various antecedent provisions
within the insolvency legislation
also allow a look back to previous
transactions and behavior that might
give rise to claims against third
parties, including recipients of assets
at undervalue and preferences and,
increasingly, potential claims against
advisors such as auditors and even
banks under recent reported cases.
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Stephanie Wickouski:
Cases brought against directors and
officers who lack recoverable assets
can be settled for insurance coverage.
As a practical matter, these cases do
not go to trial for numerous reasons,
including the risk of triggering a policy
exclusion upon a finding of fraud.
Most cases are brought so they can be
settled, not tried. Defendants always
have more resources to settle a case
than what is on their balance sheet.
No defendant wants to be the subject
of judgment enforcement.
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James Vincequerra:
I've run into this issue in years past and
the most straightforward answer is
the D&O insurance. Any practitioner
who’s been confronted with this
issue is going to know that in the
absence of a bankruptcy filing, you
will often in D&O claims run into the
typical problem of Insured v. Insured
exceptions to coverage in D&O policies.

“As a profession, we will get

busier as we come out of the
crisis and there are greater
opportunities for recycling
capital and a clear horizon
to focus on.”

Outside a bankruptcy scenario, the
workaround to those Insured v.
Insured exceptions in D&O policies is
that it does not cover in most cases
the scenario where the claiming party
is a trustee in the bankruptcy or a
creditors committee in the bankruptcy
case. If there are substantial D&O
recoveries that have significant D&O
insurance coverage, we will see a
potential trend there in filings.
Kevin Carey:
For many years because of the overleveraging of companies, the only
source of recovery for unsecured
creditors has been D&O claims and,
of course, you look for insurance
coverage for that. If there is insurance
coverage and you have good D&O
claims and you either get a judgment
or you settle; there is something to
recover for the unsecured creditors.
If there is no insurance, there may be
no recovery for creditors—and that’s
a problem.
To the corporate fraud issue, there
is always fraud to be found. Will the
current economic crisis be the cause
of the fraud? I’m not so sure, except
when you look at the pandemic
overlay and government relief. Any
time you have a massive government
relief program of the magnitude
the government has enacted in the
US, you are bound to find fraud in
the implementation and use of the
loans and other relief that has been
granted. For that reason, I would
not be surprised if there was a lot
of fraud. Does that fall on directors
and officers? Perhaps. But again, it
will be a question of whether or not
there is insurance coverage that will
determine if there may be value
available for creditors.
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Q.
How will the increased availability of legal finance capital
and new products such as monetization help distressed
companies or insolvency practitioners recover value for
creditors in the coming months?

James Vincequerra:
Legal finance affects the insolvency
landscape only positively. With the
increased liquidity that comes from
having Burford out there and making
its financing available, entities
in distress—whether they are in
bankruptcy or not—have more
flexibility to do the things that they
otherwise would not be able to do.
And with that flexibility will likely
come a larger appetite for risk in
terms of taking actions to have more
substantial recoveries for their creditors.
Under those circumstances I would
imagine that the increased availability
of legal finance capital should most
certainly lead to greater returns for
creditors and distressed entities.
Geoff Carton-Kelly:
There are more products, more
funders and a lot more innovation in
the market now, which is a good thing
for practitioners. For instance, many
are looking to buy claims—not just
fund them. However, we expect there
to be a lag in the commencement of
claims in insolvencies arising from
this period.
It will take a while, but I think we
will be looking back on 2020 and
perhaps the early part of 2021 for
many years to come in relation to the
behavior of directors. It is certainly
true to say that the increasing range
of facilities available at increasingly

competitive rates will make it easier
for cases with no obvious assets to be
taken on in the interests of creditors
by insolvency practioners. Not all
insolvency practitioners like taking on
contingent work nor indeed bringing
proceedings but there are plenty of us
out there who are willing and able to
do so and to work alongside lawyers
and counsel on the same basis for
the ultimate benefit of the creditor
constituency.
Kevin Carey:
Litigation financing is a practice and
industry that has grown rapidly over the
last five to ten years. It’s a good thing
for liquidation or litigation trustees that
are post-confirmation entities. It will
allow them to pursue claims that have
merit where there is not much cash.
We are going to see more and more
of it because it is the only way, as a
practical matter, value can be extracted:
Contingency plaintiffs firms often will
not take cases unless they have that
kind of support.
With respect to monetization, I
think of that more as distressed debt
trading—trading on the secondary
market—which has been very
active for many years. It is a way of
providing liquidity to creditors or
companies who might not otherwise
have it available. To the extent
there are now direct distressed debt
lenders, those loans come at high
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rate of interest, high cost and other
constraints on the company. But again,
when there are people with money
available and traditional lenders or
sources are unavailable to a company,
they will take advantage of that. At
the end of the day, that might be
something you could question
directors and officers about approving
such arrangements, because some of
them can be expensive and one sided.
But if a company is in distress and
running out of liquidity, sometimes
the choices are limited.
Stephanie Wickousk:
There is no question that legal
financing is bringing about a
dramatic change in creditor
recovery. Going forward, litigation
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1 Merit Management Group, L.P. v. FTI Consulting, Inc. (“Merit”)

financing may be the single most
important factor in recovering value
for creditors. Many companies are
extremely over-leveraged, making a
recovery to anyone other than that
most senior tranche of creditors
either non-existent or insufficient.
Those out-of-the-money creditors
will have to look beyond the
enterprise value and pursue litigation
in order to get any recovery.
As suggested by The Economist,
systematic schemes to remove value
from creditor groups (i.e., corporate
fraud) will be exposed in the next
round of Chapter 11 cases. Legal
finance will provide the means for
many of these defrauded groups to
pursue recoveries.
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It is no secret that economic strain tends to spur
IP litigation: When cash is scarce, companies are
incentivized to extract value from dormant IP
assets. With many companies likely to put their
IP assets to work in 2021, it should come as good
news that regulatory and judicial developments
around the world are creating an IP environment
that is friendlier to patent holders.

2020 Trends

ASIA
For Asia-based companies, the US has
become an ever-more attractive venue for IP
enforcement strategies. This recent trend is
undoubtedly linked to the rise in eight- and
nine-figure damages awards in the US: In
the last 12 months, the US has seen several
IP damages awards over $100 million. Most
recently, Centripetal Networks was awarded
an eye-popping $1.9 billion verdict in its patent
infringement case against Cisco.� Recognizing
the immense upside of a US IP enforcement
strategy, Asia-based companies including
Seiko Epson, Maxell, LG, Huawei, Sharp and
Nichia have filed suit there in the last two
years alone. The US has arguably become the
top IP enforcement venue in the world—but
China’s government is working hard to create
an IP environment that can compete.
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For years, commentators have touted China as
the next marquee destination for IP disputes.
While this trend has not yet been realized, in a
clear push to become a global IP enforcement
venue, China’s legislature in October approved
far-reaching IP friendly amendments to its
patent law for the first time since 2008. Set to
go into effect in June 2021, these amendments
include increases to statutory patent damages,
a maximum damages multiplier of five for
intentional infringement� and industryspecific protections, such as patent linkage
and patent term extension for pharmaceutical
IP.� Though it will take time to see exactly
how these dramatic changes will impact
the Chinese IP enforcement landscape, it is
clear that China will not sit idly by while the
US continues to attract IP investment from
companies around the world.
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EUROPE
China is not alone in seeking to enhance
its status as an attractive venue for IP
enforcement: In 2020, the EU took important
steps to make the Unified Patent Court
(UPC) a reality after the German Bundestag
approved a ratification bill supporting the
Unified Patent Court Agreement in November.
Given Germany’s role as an economic anchor
of Europe, its support of the UPC is a strong
indicator that the Unitary Patent—which
would allow patent holders to protect their
IP in up to 25 EU member states with a
single European Patent Office request—will
come into existence in the years ahead. The
ratification of the Unitary Patent would
dramatically lower both the cost and difficulty
of filing in the EU, and would thus be a
significant development in the IP space.
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In addition to the UPC’s newfound
momentum, 2020 also brought a significant
positive development for EU trademark
holders. In Sky v. Skykick, the Court of Justice
of the European Union provided reassurance

“
It is clear that China
will not sit idly by while
the US continues to
attract IP investment
from companies
around the world.

”

to trademark owners that it will not declare
a patent wholly or partially invalid for
unclear or imprecise specifications, largely
maintaining the status quo.� By creating
jurisprudential clarity and maintaining
protections for trademark holders, the EU took
a small but important step in making itself a
friendlier environment for IP protection.

What to expect in 2021

ASIA
Indirect indicators of litigation activity in
China, combined with its recent efforts to
strengthen its IP regime, will likely mean
that China sees a rise in IP litigation in the
year ahead. From 2018 to 2019, invalidity
proceedings in mainland China increased
more than threefold among non-practicing
entities.� This trend does not share a causal
relationship with IP infringement claims,
but it does signal pent up litigation activity
that is coming to the fore as the Chinese
IP environment continues to develop and
mature. In the near term, it is hard to imagine
that China will play a meaningful role in
redirecting or complementing the increased
IP enforcement activity in the US among
Asia-based companies—but it remains an
important jurisdiction to watch, particularly
as it rolls out its patent law amendments.
EUROPE
As it stands, Europe remains an “add-on” to
US patent litigation, which continues to attract
global companies seeking outsized returns
from their IP portfolios. If the UPC moves
forward, however, Europe will likely take a
more prominent role in global IP enforcement
strategies. The European Commission’s
recently passed IP Action Plan—designed to
help small- and medium-sized companies
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(SMEs) leverage the value of their IP assets to
mitigate the current recession—signals the EU’s
commitment to strengthening its IP regime to
ensure it stays competitive in the years ahead.�
But even without the UPC, Europe may see
more IP litigation in the next year.
The EU’s growing regulatory scrutiny of
“big tech”—addressed elsewhere in this
publication—may also create appetite for
IP litigation. Having struggled in its efforts
to reign in Google, the EU announced in
November that it will launch an investigation
of Amazon, and has an ongoing inquiry into
Facebook.� In December, the EU also unveiled
its new Digital Services Act, which is expected
to meaningfully alter the competition
landscape for big tech companies. While the
link between competition investigations

and IP litigation is indirect, smaller tech
companies—which in recent years have
faced significant challenges in bringing
claims against big tech companies—may
be emboldened to pursue claims in a more
friendly public policy environment.
KEY TAKEAWAY
Regardless of the venue that companies select,
businesses large and small will be inclined
to pursue IP litigation to offset recession
impacts in 2021 and beyond. Anecdotally, we
at Burford are already seeing growing interest
among corporate clients in IP monetization
strategies, particularly in the US. But with
positive developments for IP owners in Europe
and Asia, that interest may soon become more
global—a welcome change for patent holders.
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With an administration change in the US, increased
scrutiny from European regulators and the
continued impact of Covid-19, we anticipate an
uptick in competition claims—and increased
interest from companies in solutions that address
the timing and cost risk traditionally associated
with antitrust cases.
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2020 Trends

FOOD AND PHARMACEUTICALS DROVE
ANTITRUST LITIGATION IN THE US
Last year, US antitrust litigation was
driven primarily by two sectors: Food and
pharmaceuticals. In the food sector, the meat
production industry continues to be beset by
allegations of price fixing among producers of
beef, turkey, chicken and pork. The past year
saw high profile indictments of current and
former chicken executives, an announcement
that Tyson Foods was a cooperating witness
in a Department of Justice (DOJ) leniency
program and a criminal guilty plea from
Pilgrim’s Pride, admitting to anticompetitive
conduct through 2019. A call from Congress to
investigate sky-high beef prices also led to DOJ
subpoenas of the four largest meatpackers in
2020. Civil suits in each of these industries are
well underway, with the chicken case headed

towards expert discovery and both the pork
and turkey cases surviving motions to dismiss
in October 2020.
In the pharmaceutical space, we continued to
see both government enforcement and civil
suits demand answers from an industry that
has enjoyed record profits over the last decade.
In 2020, the DOJ filed and resolved a number
of criminal charges against companies and
executives in connection with price fixing in
the generic drug market. In March, Novartis/
Sandoz settled criminal charges relating to
four conspiracies for $195 million after one
of its executives pled guilty. In May, Apotex
settled criminal charges relating to one
drug for $24.1 million. In June, the DOJ filed
charges against Glenmark in connection with
pravastatin. In July, Taro settled charges for
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$205.7 million (with a separate civil settlement
with the government for $213.3 million)
following the February indictment of one of
its executives. And in August, the DOJ filed
charges against Teva in connection with three
price fixing conspiracies. Related civil suits
have grown in scope, with a coalition of state
attorneys general filing a third complaint in
June in the sweeping generics MDL adding
new price fixing allegations regarding more
than 80 topical drugs.

Apple’s App Store policies and at the end of
the year, the commission charged Amazon
with abusing its position to gain an unfair
advantage over competitors. This activity
follows the $2.7 billion fine levied by the EU
against Google in June 2017, cumulatively
suggesting there are likely to be civil recovery
actions that follow in the years ahead.

ECONOMIC PRESSURE AND CONTINUED
UNCERTAINTY INCENTIVIZED
COMPANIES TO SETTLE
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Antitrust cases are time consuming and costly
to litigate in the best circumstances, so court
delays resulting from the Covid-19 pandemic
forced some companies to reconsider their
litigation strategies and incentivized some
to settle early. For many companies, 2020
was a cash poor year, creating pressure on
legal departments to realize value from its
affirmative claims. For defendants, the ability
to take their losses in an already depressed
year may have brought both parties to the
table. We saw several noteworthy civil antitrust
settlements in 2020, including Blue Cross
Blue Shield’s $2.7 billion settlement of a
policyholder class action, a $386.5 million class
settlement in the GSE Bonds litigation, and
a modest but surprisingly early settlement
between JBS and the direct purchaser class in
the pork litigation, just two weeks after a judge
denied JBS’s motion to dismiss price fixing
claims against US pork producers.�
TECH GIANTS FACED RENEWED
SCRUTINY IN THE EU
While EU competition investigations and
penalties against big tech largely have proven
ineffectual in curbing anticompetitive behavior,
recent regulatory activity signals renewed
scrutiny of the sector and the potential for
civil recovery actions. In June, the European
Commission opened an investigation into

“
In 2021, we expect an
onslaught of civil claims
against these and other
technology companies
that dominate the
digital market.

”
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What to expect in 2021

TECHNOLOGY WILL BE A SECTOR
TO WATCH
The House Judiciary Committee’s long-awaited
report on competition in digital markets was
published in the autumn of 2020. The report
was highly critical of the state of competition
in the digital economy and recommended
legislative reforms to address rampant
anticompetitive conduct in digital markets.
The report also advocated for strengthening
merger and monopolization enforcement and
far-reaching revisions to the antitrust laws
more generally. It was followed by two major
enforcement suits: The DOJ’s suit against
Google and the Federal Trade Commission’s
suit against Facebook, both alleging that these
tech behemoths have maintained monopolies
through anticompetitive and exclusionary
practices. The final days of 2020 brought the
civil suits: A complaint by a coalition of nearly
40 state AGs and several class actions were filed
against Google in late December while a separate
coalition of states filed a claim against Facebook.

In 2021, we expect an onslaught of civil claims
against these and other technology companies
that dominate the digital market. Particular
attention will be paid to mergers and
acquisitions in the tech sector, monopolistic
pricing practices for online advertising, and
the manipulation of search features to
eliminate price competition.
IN THE US, ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY
EXPECTED TO RISE (AND BE MORE
GLOBALLY FOCUSED)
Following four years of reduced enforcement
activity and an emphasis on domestic cartel
cases, a new administration in Washington
likely will result in new enforcement priorities
for the Antitrust Division. In 2020, the
Antitrust Division filed 20 criminal cases,
compared to an average of 51 cases filed
annually from 2013-2016.� While 2021 may
not see volumes of cases approaching that
average, there is likely to be increased activity,
especially as the new administration places
renewed focus on international cartel cases
and cooperating with foreign counterparts in
cross-border investigations.
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ECONOMIC PRESSURE MAY SLOW
POPULARITY OF OPT-OUT LITIGATION
IN THE US
In the last two years, companies have
increasingly opted out of group actions to
pursue individual claims, recognizing that
doing so can lead to significantly higher
recoveries—but the decision-making calculus
behind these opt-outs is changing. At a time
of increased economic pressure, companies
that decide to pursue the bigger recoveries
of litigating their matters on an opt-out basis
face significantly greater budgetary pressures
when taking on the enormous financial
burden of competition litigation.
CLAIMANTS WILL SEEK REDRESS
AGAINST EUROPEAN CARTELS
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The European Commission’s July 2020
settlement in connection with the ethylene
purchasing cartel likely will spur follow-on
actions from claimants globally. In addition,
follow-on actions stemming from the EU’s
2016 ruling against participants in the trucks
cartel are now set for trial. Success in any of
those claims would represent a significant
step forward for European claimants seeking
redress for anticompetitive behavior.
CLAIM AND AWARD MONETIZATION
WILL OFFER CLAIMANTS A NEW
SOLUTION FOR MANAGING RISK
Regardless of sector or geography, we expect
to see a significant rise in the demand for
antitrust financing, particularly through

monetization arrangements. As distinct from
funding that finances the fees and expenses
of pursuing a commercial claim, monetization
advances a portion of the pending recovery
associated with that claim on a non-recourse
basis, providing claimants with immediate
cash and eliminating both the risk of loss
and the timing risk associated with lengthy
antitrust actions. In a downturn, companies
with pending antitrust claims will be
incentivized to extract working capital from
those claims as quickly as possible.
Monetization will be an attractive solution
for companies in the year ahead. In a recent
monetization of more than $75 million, Burford
enabled a Fortune 100 company to offload
the cost of pursuing a high-value claim while
generating significant capital for the company
with no downside risk. Monetization also will
be an attractive option for claimants in sectors
with increased insolvency risk on the defendant
side, as it guarantees a recovery and helps
ensures claimants can be made whole.
KEY TAKEAWAY
Sector-specific anticompetitive behavior has
shown no sign of abating in recent years,
and we expect that trend to continue in the
year ahead. As the economic impact of the
pandemic and ongoing recession continue to
be felt, antitrust and competition claimants
will leverage finance solutions to pursue and
sustain claims and, crucially, generate muchneeded working capital for their organizations.

1 Mike Leonard, “JBS SA Reaches Settlement of Some Pork Price-Fixing Allegations,” Bloomberg Law, 4 November 2020, https://news.bloomberglaw.com/
antitrust/jbs-sa-reaches-settlement-of-some-pork-price-fixing-allegations.

² Simpson Thacher, 2020 Global Cartel Enforcement Report (Jan 2021). Available at: https://www.stblaw.com/about-us/publications/details?id=64c1fc0e743d-6a02-aaf8-ff0000765f2c.
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“Antitrust cases are time-consuming and
costly to litigate in the best circumstances,
so court delays resulting from the
Covid-19 pandemic…incentivized some
[companies] to settle early.”
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Economic downturns create market conditions that are ripe for
corporate misconduct: Directors and officers facing heightened
financial stress may resort to fraudulent activities in an effort
to make their companies appear more profitable; meanwhile,
downturns also tend to reveal long-term corporate fraud that
was previously hidden by favorable macroeconomic conditions.
Several high-profile instances of corporate fraud, notably
Wirecard and Luckin Coffee, were exposed in 2020. That trend
is likely to continue, and indeed The Economist estimates that
a decade's worth of corporate fraud will be exposed as a result
of the market fallout from the Covid-19 pandemic.¹ Ahead of
the litigation that will inevitably follow the rise in corporate
misconduct, institutional investors should be prepared to take
a more strategic approach and make use of tools that will help
maximize recoveries.
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2020 Trends

INCREASED PROFESSIONALISM TO
PROMOTE BETTER OUTCOMES
In non-US group actions, where funders play
a more substantive role in formulating and
executing litigation and settlement strategy,
an institutional quality finance provider can
collaborate with local counsel to add value
and improve outcomes, as demonstrated by
Burford’s recent involvement in litigation
against Wirecard in Germany.
Wirecard, a global financial technology
firm, filed for insolvency in June of 2020
after disclosing a €1.9 billion hole in its
accounts that its auditor said was the result
of a sophisticated global fraud. Burford
assembled a group of the company’s largest
institutional investors to pursue fraud claims

against Wirecard in the company’s insolvency
proceedings under Germany’s Securities
Trading Act. Together with local counsel from
Quinn Emanuel, Burford worked on behalf of
shareholders to ensure the group’s damages
claims were fully supported with a market
event study and supporting documentation
that satisfied Germany’s rigorous evidentiary
and standing requirements. As a result of
those efforts, Burford and Quinn built the
largest shareholder group action against
Wirecard, composed of 30 investors with
nearly €2 billion in damages—and this scale,
and the negotiating leverage it provides,
will allow Burford and Quinn to guide the
insolvency proceedings towards a resolution
that maximizes their clients’ recovery.
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What to expect in 2021

STRATEGIC LITIGATION EFFORTS
THROUGH PORTFOLIO FINANCE
Historically, asset managers have financed
individual matters with funders on a one-off
basis, a practice that creates both time and
cost inefficiencies: In-house legal teams may
vet up to six funding proposals for each matter
they pursue and negotiate deal terms specific
to the binary risks associated with financing
a single case. Faced with increased litigation
opportunities and pressure from fund boards
to preserve fund assets, not to mention the
ongoing pressure on their legal teams to use
their time efficiently, institutional investors
will increasingly take advantage of portfolio
finance as a means to pursue recoveries
globally under an umbrella agreement and a
unitary fee structure.
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Portfolios enable fund managers to more
strategically pursue multiple claims
simultaneously by relieving the administrative
burden related to vetting and negotiating each
matter individually and monitoring ongoing
matters, streamlining the diligence process

and deal documentation for funding and
providing economic and pricing advantages
through cross-collateralization. As the benefits
to portfolio finance become better understood,
we anticipate that institutional investors will
explore both forward-looking portfolios and
also consider rolling up individual funded
matters into larger portfolios.
ACCELERATED ACCESS TO WORKING
CAPITAL THROUGH MONETIZATION
Typical litigation schedules dictate that
investment funds suing issuers must wait for all
court proceedings to resolve and for defendants
to pay before they can benefit from their
recovery efforts. In volatile market conditions,
however, funds can benefit from the additional
liquidity provided through claim monetization,
getting cash when they need it to satisfy fund
redemptions, pay routine expenses or purchase
additional securities without selling existing
holdings. Therefore, we expect institutional
investors to take advantage of monetization
opportunities, where a legal finance provider
converts a portion of a pending claim into cash
on a non-recourse basis, allowing a fund and its
shareholders to derive immediate benefits from
litigation claims that could take years to resolve.
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Monetization enables funds to be paid on a
timeline that aligns with a fund manager’s
investment objectives—not the court’s
schedule—while transferring litigation
risk (both timing risk and risk of loss)
to a third party. It can also enable funds
to manage unanticipated expenses and
redemptions. And in the event that a claim
has been asserted by a fund in liquidation,
monetization enables shareholders to receive
some of the claim’s monetary value when
the fund’s assets are distributed. As asset
managers grapple with the volatility of a
down economy, we expect the prospect of
securing cash when it’s needed to be an
appealing option.
INCREASED SECURITIES ACTIVITY IN
NEW JURISDICTIONS
As noted above, the current economic climate
makes it likely that more securities litigation
is on the horizon, including cases that likely
will be litigated in jurisdictions that have not
historically seen significant securities litigation

activity. Given the significant role funders
play in group actions outside the US, asset
managers pursuing strategic, global recovery
programs increasingly will seek partners who
can offer more than capital alone. To navigate
unfamiliar territory, institutional investors
will rely on professionalized, sophisticated
financing partners that can engage the highest
caliber local counsel, closely and transparently
manage and support litigation, and deploy
however much capital and resources are
necessary to maximize recoveries.
KEY TAKEAWAY
Asset managers face the potential for
securities litigation on a scale not seen since
the years following the 2008 financial crisis.
When navigating ongoing volatility in the
months and years ahead, having a strategic
litigation plan and access to an arsenal of
tools to execute on that strategy will help
asset managers maximize recoveries for their
investors while minimizing the burdens on inhouse counsel and investment personnel.

1 “The economic crisis will expose a decade’s worth of corporate fraud,” The Economist, April 19, 2020, https://www.economist.com/business/2020/04/18/
the-economic-crisis-will-expose-a-decades-worth-of-corporate-fraud.
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In 2020, the Covid-19 pandemic made debtor recalcitrance
and evasion both easier and more attractive, and the hard
times are far from over as we enter 2021. The economic
pressures are painfully obvious: The US is on track to reach
a 20% budget deficit—something that has never happened
in peacetime¹ —and the Bank of England is predicting the
worst recession in 300 years.²

The IMF has estimated that the cumulative
output loss of the downturn will amount to
$12.5 trillion, roughly the size of China’s economy.
With continued cash constraints and a rise in
judgment debtor insolvency on the horizon,
creditors will need to get more creative in their
enforcement strategy to recover assets from
judgment debtors who likely will be even more
reluctant to pay.

freezing orders after the fact—often making
unfounded allegations of wrongdoing—
debtors are increasingly finding ways to draw
out the recovery process to the detriment of
creditors. and medium-sized companies
THE PANDEMIC HAS AIDED
DEBTOR EVASION
With Covid-19 creating market uncertainty,
debtors tended to prioritize cash conservation
over settling judgment debts, choosing to
harden and defend their positions, draw out
litigation and buy themselves additional time.

2020 Trends

DEBTORS ARE APPROPRIATING
CREDITOR DISCOVERY TOOLS
Over the last year, we have seen an increasing
trend towards debtors making use of discovery
tools common to creditors in order to delay
and frustrate enforcement attempts and
achieve a rehearing of previously lost battles.
For instance, by scrutinizing director and
officer depositions and challenging worldwide

Pandemic-related disruptions across global
judicial systems have further reinforced
this trend. For instance, slowdowns in court
proceedings have made it easier to seek a
delay. Meanwhile, inconsistencies between how
jurisdictions handled court disruptions made
coordinating multi-jurisdictional recovery
exercises more difficult. The UK adapted
well, embracing remote hearings over video
conferencing technology with relative speed.
But in some offshore and smaller secrecy
jurisdictions, doing this was impossible.
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What to expect in 2021

DEBTORS WILL RECANT ON
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS
Settlement agreements reached in 2020 to
buy time for judgment debtors are likely to
fall over in 2021, as we expect to see these
agreements defaulted on or not honored when
economic conditions evolve. If the economy
worsens, debtors facing continuing financial
problems are unlikely to honor a settlement
agreement made in 2020 when the outlook
was brighter; if the economy improves,
debtors will prefer to invest their money and
grow their business rather than paying out
millions in judgment debt. Thus, the ability
develop and adapt enforcement strategies will
be crucial in the year ahead.
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AS INSOLVENCIES RISE, CREDITORS
WILL HAVE TO HUNT FOR DIRECTORS
AND OWNERS AND THEIR ASSETS
We have already seen some high-profile
insolvencies in 2020 and economists predict
we should expect many more in coming
months as government and central bank
stimuli abate. Since the 2008 financial crisis,
corporates have been adding debt to their
balance sheet and Bloomberg reports that
there was nearly $1 trillion of distressed debt
in the US as of March 2020.³ With the US highyield market over six times leveraged today, a
rise in corporate insolvencies is inevitable.⁴
A dramatic rise in insolvencies may well
impact judgment creditors’ ability to be paid.
When seeking assets from an insolvent
company, creditors and insolvency
professionals may need to investigate those
tied to the company’s directors and officers—
particularly if there is an element of fraud.
But because bad actors may make efforts to
hide their interests or structure their wealth

in a way that is not obvious and transparent,
hunting down and acquiring the assets of
executives and non-executives of an insolvent
company is not at all a straightforward process
and often requires specialized expertise in
order to make progress.
Where the professional directors of a company
benefit from indemnity clauses in their
company’s memorandum articles or service
contracts, creditors may have to look further
afield and be more creative to find recoverable
assets. For instance, they may have to look
beyond the executive functions for de facto
or shadow directors with deep pockets, which
may include shareholders, beneficial owners
of the company or sometimes an executive
manager or asset manager.
As the number of insolvencies inevitably
rises in the year ahead, judgment creditors
will increasingly seek specialized expertise
in asset tracing, intelligence gathering and
enforcement techniques to help guarantee
they can build a successful recovery strategy.
RECALCITRANT DEBTORS WILL
BECOME MORE CREATIVE IN EVADING
TRANSPARENCY MEASURES
We recently have seen an increased push
for transparency on beneficial ownership
in several jurisdictions. Earlier this year, the
government of the British Virgin Islands (BVI)
committed to making beneficial company
ownership publicly accessible information.
If this measure moves forward, creditors
should not be fooled into thinking
special purpose vehicle secrecy is going to
disappear—debtors will simply find other
ways to hide the ultimate beneficial owners
of these companies. If the BVI becomes more
transparent, we expect to see an increase in
activity in the Cook Islands, Nevis and other
offshore jurisdictions where it will be even
harder to enforce and easier to hide interests.
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Professional advice will be key to navigating
the new jurisdictions and structures put in
place to circumvent new transparency regimes.
CLAIMANTS INCREASINGLY WILL SEEK
FUNDED ASSET RECOVERY
Pursuing enforcement strategies will become
longer, riskier and more expensive in the
coming months—an unappealing prospect for
creditors that have already been burned twice:
Firstly by the initial harm and secondly by
the failure by the judgment debtor to pay the
award or settlement. As debtors increasingly
delay payment in the current economic
climate, asset recovery will require significant
access to capital alongside substantial
experience and expertise.
Working with a legal finance provider, such
as Burford, with its own integrated in-house
corporate intelligence and asset recovery
business provides an all-in-one solution for

clients. Combining capital and investment
expertise with top-level global judgment
enforcement allows creditors to recover
judgment debts while also relieving the
associated financial burden and risk.
KEY TAKEAWAY
While the impact of the pandemic is already
being felt by judgment creditors, the fallout
is far from over. An increase in insolvencies,
the unveiling of large-scale corporate fraud
and increasingly creative evasion and delay
tactics from judgment debtors all mean that
navigating the changing global enforcement
landscape will become ever-more complex.
As a result, we anticipate that demand for
corporate intelligence and asset recovery
services will continue to grow as clients need
to trace assets, prove legal and beneficial
ownership, investigate fraud and distinguish
strategically important assets.
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“ A dramatic rise in insolvencies
may well impact judgment creditors’
ability to be paid.”

¹ Frits Prakke, “Opening Address: A special situations investor’s perspective”, INSOL International, 16 November 2020, https://www.insol.
org/virtual-seminars
2 Chris Giles, “BoE warns UK set to enter worst recession for 300 years,” Financial Times, 7 May 2020, https://www.ft.com/content/
734e604b-93d9-43a6-a6ec-19e8b22dad3c.
3 Katherine Doherty, “Distressed debt balloons to almost $1 trillion, nears 2008 peak,” Bloomberg, 25 March 2020, https://www.
bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-25/distressed-debt-balloons-to-almost-1-trillion-nears-2008-peak.
4 Prakke, “Opening Address”.
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“Navigating the changing global
enforcement landscape will
become ever-more complex.”

CONTACT BURFORD

Burford Capital is the leading global finance and asset
management firm focused on law. Its businesses include
litigation finance and risk management, asset recovery
and a wide range of legal finance and advisory activities.
Burford is publicly traded on the New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE: BUR) and the London Stock Exchange (LSE: BUR),
and it works with companies and law firms around the
world from its principal offices in New York, London,
Chicago, Washington, Singapore and Sydney.
For more information about Burford, visit www.burfordcapital.com
or contact us at: info@burfordcapital.com.
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